
DEEBOT N8+ Pro Robot
Vacuum Cleaner, White
249458

699,00 €

Ecovacs DEEBOT N8 Pro+ is a floor cleaning robot with
state-of-the-art obstacle detection technology
(TrueDetect 1.0), precise innovative navigation
technology (TrueMapping 1.0), OZMO™ water tank,
stronger suction power (vs. O950) and automatic suction
station.

Vacuuming and mopping in one operation

Thanks to the large OZMO™ water tank, you don't have to stop the cleaning process and refill water repeatedly.
It also has sensors to automatically switch to mopping mode or stop moistening the cloth, adapting to any cleaning
situation.
Most conveniently, you can adjust the water flow as needed via the app while DEEBOT N8 Pro+ does the mopping.

Powerful suction and removal of dust even on carpeted floors

Thanks to the new material and design of the suction channel, the revolutionary pressure-holding system optimises the
robot's energy efficiency and ensures high suction power while keeping DEEBOT N8 Pro+'s operating
noise remarkably low. The suction power could be increased up to 2600 Pa and the cleaning performance could be
increased by 73% (compared to OZMO 950).
Together with the latest moving brush and Max+ mode, even deep-seated dust from carpets is loosened and reliably
removed. This makes the N8 Pro+ an optimal vacuum robot for all cat and dog owners who want to remove pet hair
from different floor coverings.

App control

SRP 699,00 €
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With the app, you can conveniently control your robot from any situation and schedule a cleaning or check the current
cleaning status. Up to two maps can be stored and customised at the same time, with features such as Virtual
Boundary™, a virtual boundary that limits the robot vacuum's area of use, or defining individual areas for customised
cleaning tasks.

Compatible with Smart Home devices - For convenient control of the cleaning process.

As a Google Home or Amazon Echo user, you can connect your smart home devices to DEEBOT N8 PRO+ and easily
tell it when and how to start cleaning.

TrueMapping technology - precise planning of the cleaning path

As a technological pioneer, ECOVACS introduced the laser-based mapping and navigation technology TrueMapping
as an industry first in the field of household robots.
In seconds, DEEBOT N8 Pro+ creates maps of its surroundings and uses them to navigate safely through your home.
This reliable navigation enables efficient and thorough cleaning of your floors.

TrueDetect 3D technology - avoids collisions, snags or tangles

DEEBOT N8 Pro+ can detect objects in front of it from a distance between 4.5 cm and up to 30 cm. The robot vacuum
also detects objects that are only one millimetre in size, such as thin cables or other small parts. Shoes or textiles are
also detected to minimise the risk of getting caught or tangled, so the robot vacuum can work faster and more reliably.

Staircase detection

No fear of stairs: the DEEBOT N8 PRO+ vacuum robot is equipped with special sensors for fall prevention. It detects
chasms such as stair landings in time and returns to a safe surface to continue cleaning.

Automatic carpet detection

DEEBOT N8 PRO+ stands out for its intelligent reactions when vacuuming changing floor conditions, especially the
change from hard floors (laminate, tiles etc.) to carpets.
In real time, the robot vacuum cleaner recognises carpets and reacts according to the current cleaning task: the
suction power increases and the carpet area is left out when mopping. In this way, the cleaning mode is ideally
matched to the respective floor condition.

Automatic charging function - continuous cleaning

Even long cleaning distances are no problem for DEEBOT N8 Pro+. When the battery level is low, the robot vacuum
automatically returns to its charging station.
As soon as it is fully charged again, it continues cleaning the floor where it left off. DEEBOT thus promises a seamless
and thorough cleaning.

Reliable cleaning - Everywhere. Anytime.

Delivered with the brand new Auto-Empty Station, DEEBOT N8 Pro+ not only provides powerful deep cleaning without
collisions, but also frees your hands from cleaning the bin for up to 30 days.

Disposable dust bag capacity of 2.5l
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The disposable dust bag is made of natural and environmentally friendly material and is very easy to install and
replace. The 2.5l capacity holds up to 30 days' worth of dust and pet hair. There is no need to clean the dust bag
frequently, so the robot vacuum can clean floors for several weeks without maintenance.

What's in the box

    •  Robot
    •  Charging station
    •  Side brushes x2
    •  Collection bin
    •  Wipes
    •  Disposable wipes x10
    •  Wiping plate
    •  Watertank
    •  High performance filter
    •  User manual
    •  Cleaning tool
    •  Auto-Empty station
    •  Dust bags x2

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 6943757614493

Manufacturer number: DEEBOT N8 Pro+

Product weight: 12.5 kilograms
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